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Using transfer operator and fundamental measure theories, we examine the structural and thermody-
namic properties of hard rectangles confined between two parallel hard walls. The side lengths of the
rectangle (L and D, L > D) and the pore width (H) are chosen such that a maximum of two layers is
allowed to form when the long sides of the rectangles are parallel to the wall, while only one layer
is possible in case the rectangles are perpendicular to the wall. We observe three different structures:
(i) at low density, the rectangles align mainly parallel to the wall, (ii) at intermediate or high density,
two fluid layers form in which the rectangles are parallel to the wall, and (iii) a dense single fluid
layer with rectangles aligned mainly perpendicular to the wall. The transition between these struc-
tures is smooth without any non-analytic behaviour in the thermodynamic quantities; however, the
fraction of particles perpendicular (or parallel) to the wall can exhibit a relatively sudden change if L
is close to H. In this case, interestingly, even three different structures can be observed with increasing
density. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4979497]
I. INTRODUCTION
The properties of molecular and colloidal systems can be
altered substantially in restricted geometries such as slit-like
pores, cylindrical tubes, and spherical cavities. Even the sim-
ple hard sphere system confined between two parallel hard
walls exhibits a rich phase behaviour with changing the wall
separation.1 Due to the commensuration effect between the
size of the sphere and the wall separation, several intermediate
(e.g., prism and rhombic phases) and crystalline structures with
layers of square and triangle symmetries can be generated.2
However, the phase behaviour of non-spherical hard bodies
is even richer both in bulk and confinement as several liquid
crystalline structures (e.g., nematic and smectic A), director
distortion, and domain walls may emerge due to the orientation
dependence of particle-particle and wall-particle interactions.
The ordering of hard rods between two planar hard walls is ver-
satile as planar ordering and surface induced biaxial order may
emerge in the vicinity of walls. As hard walls promote the ori-
entational ordering, the isotropic phase may be suppressed and
the isotropic-nematic transition (capillary nematization) ter-
minates at a critical point with decreasing wall separation.3–7
In addition to this, the nematic-smectic A transition can be
also suppressed and even layering transitions between periodic
structures with n and n + 1 layers can be induced.8,9
The system of two-dimensional (2D) hard objects, which
can be realized by strong confinement of three-dimensional
colloidal particles into a plane, can also exhibit a wealthy
phase behaviour in bulk and confinement. Among these the
monolayer of square and rectangle-shaped hard particles has
been studied extensively with simulation,10–12 theory,13–19 and
experiment.20–25 Interestingly, a tetratic phase of four-fold
symmetry can be observed both in hard square10 and weakly
elongated hard rectangle systems,11 while a nematic phase of
two-fold symmetry can be stabilized in the system of elon-
gated hard rectangles.13 Several studies are devoted to the
effect of confinement on the phase behaviour of hard squares
and rectangles. In spherical and square cavities, the nature of
wall induced defective structures (e.g., topology of the defects,
domain formation) is examined by density functional the-
ories (DFTs)26–29 and Monte Carlo simulations.29–32 In slit
pores, the capillary nematisation and layering transitions are
observed for large shape anisotropies with walls favouring
homeotropic anchoring.32 In the case of hard walls, planar
ordering and increased nematic ordering can be seen with
respect to isotropic and tetratic order.33,34
Here we study the system of hard rectangles in a very
narrow slit-like pore and search for the possibility of surface
ordering, the formation of different structures and structural
transitions. With the help of the transfer operator method
(TOM), we obtain exact results for the thermodynamic quan-
tities (e.g., density, heat capacity, vertical or normal pressure),
while the fundamental measure theory (FMT) is applied to get
further information about the structure of observed phases.
As the TOM of classical fluids is originally devised for one
dimensional fluids,35–37 we extend the method for confine-
ments such that a maximum of two layers can form when
particles’ long axes are parallel to the wall or only one layer
can accommodate within the pore when particles’ long axes
are perpendicular to the wall. We show that the structure of the
fluid can be manipulated by the external longitudinal force,
the particle’s shape anisotropy, and the width of the pore. The
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low density (small external force) structure is always domi-
nated by an ordering in which rectangles align mainly parallel
to the wall, while the high density (large external force) struc-
tures can exhibit both parallel and perpendicular ordering with
one or two fluid layers. It may happen that three different fluid
structures emerge upon compression of the system at some par-
ticular shape anisotropy and pore-width. However, our results
clearly show that the changes in orientational and layering
properties do not result in a true phase transition, but they
correspond to structural transitions with marked peaks in heat
capacity and compressibility.
II. TRANSFER OPERATOR METHOD OF CONFINED
HARD RECTANGLES
Here we consider a system of N hard rectangles of side
lengths L and D in a narrow hard channel with pore width H at
a given external force acting along the channel. The schematic
of the channel and the possible structures of the rectangles are
shown in Fig. 1. The Cartesian coordinate system is chosen to
be in the middle of the pore, where x and y axes are along the
horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. The external
force (f x), which sets the density of the rectangles, is pointing
along the x axis. To get exact results for this system, we restrict
our study to the following conditions for the pore width, molec-
ular dimensions, and orientations. The allowed ranges of L and
H are given by D < L < 3D and L < H < minfL + D, 3Dg.
Moreover, only horizontal and vertical orientations are allowed
for the rectangles (restricted orientation model). In the hori-
zontal state (h), the long axis of the particle is parallel to the
confining walls, while the short axis of the particle is along the
x axis in the vertical state (3). These conditions guarantee that
only particles being in h states can pass each other, while there
is no room for passage for 3 state particles in the presence of
FIG. 1. Possible sequences of structures of hard rectangles with increasing
horizontal pressure (Px) in a narrow hard channel, where H is the width of the
channel and L (D) is the length (width) of the rectangles. At low pressures (den-
sities), a fluid phase with one layer forms, where the particles align along the
horizontal axis (x). This structure is denoted as FH1. At intermediate and high
pressures (densities) either a single fluid layer with orientations along the verti-
cal direction (y) or a fluid with two layers and horizontal order can be observed.
These structures are referred to as FV and FH2, respectively. The upper panel
shows an FH1-FV structural transition, while FH1-FV-FH2 and FH1-FH2-FV
sequences of structures can be seen in the middle and lower panels.
h or 3 state particle. Therefore, one or two layers can form in
the horizontal state for H > 2D, while only one in the vertical
one (see Fig. 1). We now extend the transfer operator method
for rotating rectangles, which was developed for parallel hard
squares.38 To do this, we start with the configurational part of
the isobaric partition function of second neighbor interacting
systems, which can be written as
Z =
 1
0
dLxe fxLx

 *,
NY
i=1
dqi+- e 
PN
j=1[u(qj ,qj+1)+u(qj ,qj+2)], (1)
where  = 1=kBT is the inverse temperature, Lx is the length of
the pore, qi = (xi, yi, 'i) is a notation of the position and orien-
tation of the particle i, and u(qi, qj) is the pair potential between
particles i and j. Note that 1/N! is missing, because we tacitly
assumed that 0 < x1 < x2 <    < xN < Lx. We also employ
the periodic boundary condition, which means that qN +1 = q1
and qN +2 = q2. The ranges of the integrals for the y positions in
Eq. (1) are  (H  ('i))=2 < yi < (H  ('i))=2. In our two-
state model, the orientation can be either horizontal or vertical,
i.e., 'i = fh, 3g, and the vertical length of the particle is given
by (h) = D and (3) = L. Furthermore, the integral s d'
which is included in the s dq notation, is understood as a sum,P
'2fh,3 g. Two like (h–h and 3–3) and one unlike (3–h) hard
body interactions can be identified between i and j particles,
which are given by
u[(x, y, 3), (x0, y0, 3)] =
(1 if jx   x0 j < D
0 otherwise , (2a)
u[(x, y, h), (x0, y0, h)] =
8>><>>:
1 if jx   x0 j < L
and jy   y0 j < D
0 otherwise
, (2b)
u[(x, y, h), (x0, y0, 3)] =
(1 if jx   x0 j < L+D2
0 otherwise . (2c)
Note that only the h–h pair potential depends on the verti-
cal positions, while the other two are the same for any y and
y0 positions. This is due to the geometrical conditions, which
allow only the horizontal particles to form two layers in the
pore. After substitution of Eqs. (2a)–(2c) into Eq. (1) one can
realize that the integrations in horizontal variables (xi) can-
not be achieved, i.e., the traditional transfer operator method
cannot be applied for this model. However, on the basis of our
previous study for parallel hard squares,38 it is feasible to work
out a dimer-approach, where the two neighboring particles are
considered as a dimer particle. If N is an even number, i.e., we
have N /2 dimers, the transfer operator method can be applied
for the dimers, because as we show below the integrals in the
dimer-dimer horizontal distances can be performed analyti-
cally. In the dimer-approach we introduce new notations. First
of all, we label the dimers by capital letters to emphasize that
the values of these indices are running up to N /2. Moreover, we
introduce new variables instead of the original xi coordinates
of the particles: xˆI is the horizontal distance between the par-
ticles’ centers of a dimer I and X I ,J is the horizontal distance
between the centers of mass of dimers I and J. For the sake of
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simplicity, we introduce QI = (xˆI , yI ,1, yI ,2, 'I ,1, 'I ,2) for the
inner coordinates of dimer I, where yI ,n and 'I ,n (here n = 1, 2)
are only new notations for the y and ' coordinates of the
2(I  1) + n-th particle, which is the n-th member of the dimer
I. At this point it is worth changing from the molecular coor-
dinates to inner and relative neighboring ones (QI and X I ,I +1)
in Eq. (1) as follows: dLx QNi=1 dqi ! dx1 QN=2I=1 dQI dXI ,I+1.
With the new variables there is no need for Lx any more, as
Lx =
PN=2
I=1 XI ,I+1. However, the hard body exclusion sets the
range of the inner variable xˆI in Eq. (1) as follows: xˆI > I ,1;I ,2,
where I ,1;I ,2 is the horizontal contact distance between the
first and second particles of the dimer I. One can write the
horizontal contact distance generally between particles i and j
as
i;j =
8>>>><>>>>:
0 if 'i = 'j = h and jyi   yj j > D
L if 'i = 'j = h and jyi   yj j < D
D if 'i = 'j = 3
L+D
2 if 'i , 'j
, (3)
therefore the horizontal contact distance between particles n
and m of dimers I and J is
I ,n;J ,m = 2(I 1) + n;2(J 1) + m. (4)
Note that Eq. (3) can be obtained easily from the pair inter-
actions, see Eq. (2). The lower bound of the neighboring
dimer distance (X i ,i+1) is constrained by prohibiting the over-
lap between dimers. Therefore, one can get thatI ,I+1 < XI ,I+1
in the partition function, where I ,I+1 is the horizontal con-
tact distance between two neighboring dimers. As first-first,
second-first, and second-second contacts may occur between
particles of two neighboring dimers, the contact distance can be
written as the maximum of the three possible values as follows:
I ,I+1  max
(
I ,2;I+1,1 +
xˆI + xˆI+1
2
,
I ,1;I+1,1 +
 xˆI + xˆI+1
2
,
I ,2;I+1,2 +
xˆI   xˆI+1
2
)
. (5)
As can be seen from Eq. (3), I ,I+1 depends on the variables
QI and QI +1. Using the new inner and outer variables one can
rewrite Eq. (1) as follows:
Z =
 *.,
N=2Y
I=1
dQI dXI ,I+1+/- e P
PN=2
J=1 XJ ,J+1
=
 *.,
N=2Y
I=1
dQI+/-
N=2Y
J=1
*,
 1
J ,J+1
dXJ ,J+1e PXJ ,J+1+- ,
where P = fx. The benefit of this form of Z is that N /2
integrations of X I ,I +1 can be performed analytically,
KI ,I+1 =
 1
I ,I+1
dXI ,I+1e PXI ,I+1 =
e PI ,I+1
P
. (6)
Using the definition of the continuum generalization of the
matrix product, K2I ,I+2 = s dQI+1KI ,I+1KI+1,I+2, one can write
the partition function very concisely in the following form:
Z =
 *.,
N=2Y
I=1
dQI+/-
N=2Y
J=1
KJ ,J+1 =

dQ1KN=21,1
= Tr

ˆKN=2

, (7)
where Tr means the trace of the integral operator ˆK defined by
the kernel of Eq. (6). As the trace of an operator is independent
of the used basis vectors, one can get Z straightforwardly in the
eigenfunction frame, where Z = Pl N=2l with l eigenvalues
satisfying the following eigenvalue equation:
dQ2K1,2 l(Q2) = l l(Q1), (8)
where  l(Q) is an eigenfunction of ˆK corresponding to the
eigenvalue l. The variables of this function are the inner coor-
dinates of a dimer. In the thermodynamic limit (N ! 1), only
the largest eigenvalue,  = max(1, 2, : : : ), contributes to
the partition function, because Z = limN!1 N=2
P
l (l=)N=2
= N=2. As G =  kBT ln Z , where G is the Gibbs free energy,
one can get G=N =   (ln )=2. After straightforward but
lengthy calculations one can show that the eigenfunction of
Eq. (8), using the notation Q = (xˆ, y, y0, ', '0) for the inner
coordinates of a dimer, can be written as
 (Q) =
8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
¯ (0, 0)e P xˆ L+D2 

H L
2   jyj



H L
2   jy0 j

(xˆ   D) for ' = '0 = 3
¯ (0, 0)e P xˆ L+D2 

H D
2   jyj



H L
2   jy0 j



xˆ   L+D2

for ' = h, '0 = 3
¯ (y0, L)e P xˆ L2 

H L
2   jyj



H D
2   jy0 j



xˆ   L+D2

for ' = 3, '0 = hf
¯ (y0, L)e P xˆ L2 (xˆ   L) + ¯ (y0, xˆ)(L   xˆ)(jy   y0 j   D)
g
 

H D
2   jyj



H D
2   jy0 j

for ' = '0 = h
, (9)
where  (Q) denotes the eigenfunction of , (x) is the Heaviside step function, and ¯ (y, xˆ) satisfies the following eigenvalue
equation:
 ¯ (xˆ1, y) = e
 PL
P2
"
e PD(H   L) ¯ (0, 0) + e PL=2
 (H D)=2
 (H D)=2
dy0 ¯ (L, y0)
# f
H   D   a(y) + (H   L)eP(L D)

e Pxˆ1=2 + a(y)ePxˆ1=2
g
+
e PL
P
 (H D)=2
 (H D)=2
dy0
"
A(y, y0)
 
e Pxˆ1=2
 xˆ1
0
dxˆ2ePxˆ2=2 ¯ (xˆ2, y0) + ePxˆ1=2

 L
xˆ1
dxˆ2e Pxˆ2=2 ¯ (xˆ2, y0)
!
+
 
a(y0   A(y, y0))e Pxˆ1=2  L
0
dxˆ2e Pxˆ2=2 ¯ (xˆ2, y0)
#
, (10)
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where a(y) is the available vertical distance for a free par-
ticle with orientation h to pass another particle also with
orientation h fixed at the position y, while A(y, y0) is the
same quantity, but there are two h oriented fixed particles
at y and y0, see Ref. 38. The probability distribution of the
inner coordinates of a dimer is related to the eigenfunction
of  eigenvalue through f (Q) =  (Q) (Q), where  (Q)
  (xˆ, y, y0, ', '0) =  (xˆ, y0, y, '0, '). As f (Q) is normalized,
i.e., s dQf (Q) = 1, the one particle distribution function is
given by f (y, ') = s dxˆ dy0P'0 f (xˆ, y, y0, ', '0), and the frac-
tion of particles along the horizontal and vertical directions
can be obtained from x' = s dy f (y, ').
In lack of the second neighbor interactions, which hap-
pens for H  2D, the transfer operator method becomes much
simpler as only the second particle of the first dimer and the
first particle of the second dimer can get in contact, i.e., Eq. (5)
simplifies to
I ,I+1 = I ,2;I+1,1 +
xˆI + xˆI+1
2
. (11)
Moreover, I ,2;I+1,1 depends only on the orientations of par-
ticles but not on y. Substituting this form into the eigen-
value equation (8) one can found that the eigenfunction
must have a much simpler form than it was in the case of
wider pore:  (Q) =  '0e Pxˆ=2. Therefore, the integrals over
all the positional variables can be performed analytically,
and finally one can see that the kernel of Eq. (6) becomes
a product and the eigenvalue equation reduces to a sim-
ple system of linear equation with a discrete 2  2 matrix
kernel, X
'0
(H   ('0)) ˜K','0 '0 = ˜ ' , (12)
where ˜2 = , ˜K','0 = P 1e P(','
0)
, and (', '0) is the hori-
zontal contact distance between neighbouring particles which,
as can be seen from Eq. (3), depends only on the orientation
as follows: (h, h) = L, (3, 3) = D, and (3, h) = (h, 3)
= (L + D)=2. We remind here that (') is the vertical length
of the particle. In this case, we get the Gibbs free energy from
G=N =   ln ˜.
Having obtained the Gibbs free energy from the solution
of the eigenvalue equations (10) and (12), one can get several
properties from the standard thermodynamic relations. The
average horizontal dimension of the pore (hLxi) and the verti-
cal force are given by hLxi = @G@fx and fy =   @G@H as dG = hLxidfx  fydH at fixed T and N. The number density of the system
( = N=A, where A = hLxiH) is simple coming from  1
=H @G=N@fx . In practice, it is better to use the horizontal and
vertical pressures (Px, Py), which are defined as Px = f x/H
and Py = f y/Lx. Using Px and Py one can write that
 1 = @G=N@Px and Py =  H
@G=N
@H . It is also possible to deter-
mine the isothermal compressibility (T ) and the isobaric
heat capacity (CP) from T =   1A @A@Px and CP =  Px @A@T .
We use D as the unit of length and present all quantities
in dimensionless units. These are the following: H =H=D,
L =L=D,  = LD, Px = PxLD, Py = PyLD, T = kBT
T
LD ,
and CP =
CP
NkB .
III. RESULTS
The wall-particle interactions favour the rectangles to be
parallel to the wall, while the particle–particle interaction pro-
motes the long axes of the rods to be parallel with each other.
The competition of these ordering effects and the packing con-
straint give rise to three different structures: (i) a low density
one-layer fluid in which rectangles align mainly horizontally,
i.e., parallel to the wall (FH1), (ii) a fluid with two horizontal
layers (FH2), and (iii) a fluid with one layer in which rectan-
gles align mainly vertically, i.e., perpendicular to the wall (FV).
The appearance of these structures with increasing horizontal
pressure is shown in Fig. 1.
We start by presenting our analytical results for H  2,
where only first neighbor interactions are present, i.e., the
rectangles are not allowed to pass each other in all possible
configurations. It can be shown easily that the largest eigen-
value of Eq. (12) is ˜ = a + b, where a = (H   L) ˜K3,3 and
b = (H   D) ˜Kh,h. From Eq. (12) and  (Q) =  '0e Pxˆ=2, we
can get the one-particle distribution function which is given
by f (y, h) = b(a+b)(H D) and f (y, 3) = a(a+b)(H L) . Note that f is
independent of y. Furthermore, the mole fractions for horizon-
tal and vertical orientations can be obtained from xh = b/(a
+ b) and x3 = a/(a + b) satisfying the normalization condition
xh + x3 = 1. From G=N =   ln ˜, we are in a position to get
analytical results for the packing fraction (), vertical pres-
sure (Py), isothermal compressibility (T ), and isobaric heat
capacity (CP). The results are summarized in the following
equations:
 =
LD
H
 
1
P
+
aD + bL
a + b
! 1
, (13)
Py =
H
a + b
 
a
H   L +
b
H   D
!
, (14)
T = 
 
H
LD
!2 *, 1P2 + aD
2 + bL2
a + b  
 
aD + bL
a + b
!2+- , (15)
CP =
 
Px
2

T . (16)
Note that the same results can be obtained from Eq. (10) and
G=N =  (ln )=2, because a(y1) = 0 and A(y1, y2) = 0 for
H  2.
Fig. 2 presents together the results of Eqs. (13)–(16) for
varying L at H = 2. One can see that a structural transi-
tion occurs between horizontally and vertically ordered fluids.
The transition becomes more pronounced as L = 2   10 
goes to H with increasing  . To understand this phenomenon,
we examine the low, intermediate, and high-pressure cases as
obtained from the equation of state [Eq. (13)]. At very low
pressures, the interaction term (aD + bL)/(a + b) in Eq. (13)
becomes negligible with respect to P1 and the ideal gas
law (Px = ) can be reproduced, i.e., all curves go together
in the    Px diagram for Px < 1. At intermediate pres-
sures, b becomes much larger than a with increasing  , i.e.,
(aD + BL)=(a + b)  L. From this fact we get
 = LD
"
H
 
1
P
+ L
!# 1
, (17)
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FIG. 2. Orientational ordering transition of hard rectangles for pore-width
H = 2. The length of the rectangle is varied via L = 2  10  , where  = 1,
2, 3, and 4. The packing fraction (), the mole fraction of vertically oriented
particles (xv), and the isobaric heat capacity (Cp) are shown as a function of
horizontal pressure (Px) in the upper, middle, and lower panels, respectively.
The dashed curve in the upper panel is the Tonks-equation of horizontally
ordered hard rectangles. The vertical pressure (Py) and the isothermal com-
pressibility (T ) are also shown in the insets of middle and lower panels. All
quantities are in dimensionless unit, i.e., H = H=D, L = L=D, Px = PxLD,
Py = PyLD, T = kBTT=(LD), and CP = Cp=NkB.
which is the well-known Tonks-equation of horizontally
ordered rectangles. The close packing density of this fluid is
cp = D=H (cp = 1=2 in Fig. 2). One can see that the perfect
agreement between Eqs. (13) and (17) extends to the direc-
tion of higher pressures with increasing  . The reason for this
is that the vertical accessible distance and the corresponding
fluctuations in y positions shrink with L ! H for particles
in the vertical direction, while particles can occupy the same
vertical interval and y fluctuations are not affected as L ! H
for particles in the horizontal direction. Practically, this man-
ifests in prefactors of a and b, where (H  L) and (H  D) are
the accessible distances along the y direction. Therefore, b is
the dominant factor for L ! H. However, this is not the case
for very high pressures because we reach the close packing
at  = 0.5 with the horizontally ordered particles, while the
vertically ordered fluid has the maximum density at  = L=H,
which is almost one in our case. Therefore, the system of rect-
angles must undergo a structural transition for  > 0.5. In this
case, a overcomes b and (aD + BL)=(a + b)  D, because ˜K3,3
becomes much larger than ˜Kh,h with P ! 1. In this case, the
system becomes a fluid of vertically ordered rectangles, which
can be described by the following Tonks-equation:
 = LD
"
H
 
1
P
+ D
!# 1
, (18)
which gives the close packing density ( = L=H) in the limit
P ! 1. Practically, the suppression of horizontal fluctuations
is the driving force of the structural transition, which manifests
in a crossing between a and b interaction terms. The struc-
tural change can be seen very clearly in the mole fraction, too,
because x3  0 for intermediate pressures (b > a), while x3  1
for high pressures (b < a). The heat capacity is the same in the
low and high pressure limit as CP(P ! 0) = CP(P ! 1) = 1,
but it exhibits a peak at the transition region. As the tran-
sition becomes sharper (L ! H), the peak is narrower and
higher. Note that CP is a better marker of the structural
change than T , because 

T does not exhibit a maximum for
 = 1 (see the lower panel of Fig. 2). The vertical pressure
increases with P in the horizontal fluid, while it saturates in
the vertical fluid. Its maximum value is given by Py(P!1)
= L=(H L), which can be obtained from Eq. (14) using a b
and  ! L=H .
In wider pores (H > 2), where the horizontal particles
can pass each other, the close packing structure and the corre-
sponding volume fractions depend on the length of the particle.
For L < 2D the two layer structure (FH2) is the most dense
with cp = 2D=H, while FV has the highest close packing for
L > 2D with cp = L=H . Fig. 3 shows how the FH2 struc-
ture conquers the high density region as the pore is widening
from H = 2 to H = 2.5 at L = 1.9. One can observe two
structural transitions with increasing horizontal pressure: an
FH1-FV transition occurs when the packing fraction exceeds
the close packing of the FH1 structure (cp(FH1) = D=H),
while the FV-FH2 transition takes place at the vicinity of
  cp(FV ) = L=H. This manifests in two inflection points
in the    Px curve, two plateaus in Py , and two peaks in CP.
These structural changes are getting sharper as L, H ! 2D
(H > 2D > L), while they become smoother with increasing
pore width.
The sequence of the structures FH1-FV-FH2 is replaced
by FH1-FH2-FV if L > 2D, which is displayed in Fig. 4. At
L = 2D, a transition occurs only between FH1 and a mixed
structure with more particles in the FH2 structure. The emer-
gence of this mixed structure is due to the fact that the close
packing densities of FH2 and FV are identical at L = 2D. This
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FIG. 3. Positional and orientational structural transitions of hard rectangles
at L = 1.9. The width of the pore is varied from H = 2 to H = 2.5. The
packing fraction (), the mole fraction of vertically oriented particles (x3),
and the isobaric heat capacity (Cp) as a function of horizontal pressure are
shown in the upper, middle, and lower panels, respectively. The mole fractions
of vertically (x3) and horizontally (xh) ordered rectangles as a function of
packing fraction is shown in the inset of the middle panel, while the vertical
pressure (Py) is presented in the inset of the upper panel. The vertical dashed
lines are the packing fractions of the close packing structures in FH1, FV, and
FH2 structures, respectively. All quantities are in dimensionless unit.
manifests clearly in the one-peak structure of CP, which is
located in the vicinity of the close packing density of FH1.
With a gradual increment of L to H, one can see the emer-
gence of a new inflection point in the    Px curve, a second
plateau in Py , and a second peak in CP in the vicinity of
  cp(FH2)= 2D=H. The transition is getting sharper and the
FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 for pore-width H = 2.1. The length of the rectangle
is varied from L = 2 to L = 2.09.
structures become less mixed as L ! H, because the vertical
fluctuations are suppressed.
Finally we present our fundamental measure theory
(FMT) results for the structural properties of our system. Here
we do not go into the details of the theory, as it can be found
in Ref. 39. All correlation functions are computed for a fixed
particle in contact with the lower wall. The following pair
correlation functions are determined as a function of horizon-
tal distance (x): in glhh(x) both particles are in the horizontal
orientation and are located at the contact with the lower wall,
in guhh(x) both particles are in the horizontal orientation and
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FIG. 5. Pair correlation functions of FH1 (upper panel), FV (middle panel),
and FH2 (lower panel) structures. Three different functions are shown for a
particle fixed at the lower wall: in glhh(x) [guhh(x)] both particles are horizontal
and the second one is at the lower [upper] wall, while in gl33(x) both particles are
vertical and the second one is at the lower wall. These results are obtained with
the FMT and the following parameters: H = 2.05, L = 1.9, and  = 0.2
(upper panel); H = 2.05, L = 1.9, and  = 0.68 (middle panel); and
H = 2.1, L = 2.05, and  = 0.8 (lower panel).
the second particle is at the upper wall, while in gl33(x) and
gu33(x) both particles are in the vertical orientation. The typical
correlation functions of the FH1, FH2, and FV structures are
shown together in Fig. 5. At H = 2.05, L = 1.9, and  = 0.2,
we find an FH1 structure, as FMT gives xh = 0.84 (x3 = 0.16).
One can see that this is a weakly correlated system as all corre-
lation functions go quickly to 1. The correlation between two
horizontal particles is maximum when they are one above the
other (see guhh(x)). However, this configuration happens rarely
because it is more common that the horizontal particles are
in the same layer. Note that gl33(x) and gu33(x) are the same in
this case and show very small correlations at short distances.
At  = 0.68 the stable structure is FV, because x3 = 0.84 and
xh = 0.16. The correlation between vertical particles at both
walls is identical. gl33(x) shows the typical fluid structure of
vertically ordered particles as the period of the damped oscil-
lation is close to D. The correlations between vertical particles
are relatively high when the particles are in contact. The behav-
ior of guhh(x) gives further information about the short range
behaviour of the FV structure for wider pores (H > 2D). One
can see an extremely strong correlation for very short distances
between horizontal particles (see the log scale in the graph).
This is due to the fact that the density is very high and almost
all particles are vertical. To maintain the high density of the
system, the horizontal particles must form dimers. The corre-
lations in the same layer (glhh(x)) have a similar behavior but
with a forbidden region and with the first peak much smaller
than guhh(0). These results show very clearly that the FV struc-
ture of wide pores consists of long chains of vertical particles
which are interrupted mainly by the dimers of horizontal par-
ticles. This is not the case in narrow pores (H < 2D), where
dimers cannot form along the y direction. The structure of
FH2 is examined at H = 2.1, L = 2.05, and  = 0.8, where
xh = 0.93 (x3 = 0.07). Here guhh(x) shows very clearly that
the two layers of horizontal particles are quite uncorrelated
since guhh(x) oscillates always very close to 1. However in the
same layer glhh(x) shows that the horizontal particles are more
correlated with a period close to L. In both glhh(x) and guhh(x)
there exist two kinds of peaks, the main ones have a period
of 2L, while the secondary smaller peaks are dephased by
D due to the presence of few vertical particles. The corre-
lation between vertical particles (g33(x)) shows a first peak at
x = D (particles at contact) which is significantly higher than
the rest of the peaks. This means that the vertical particles can
be found mainly in the form of dimers in the sea of horizontal
particles.
IV. DISCUSSION
We have shown that the structure of the rectangles can be
manipulated in a slit-like pore by an external force acting along
the longitudinal direction. Upon increment of the force, the
system of particles undergoes one or two structural rearrange-
ments. One or two layers can form with horizontally ordered
particles, while only one layer can be generated with vertically
ordered ones. As the thermodynamic quantities do not exhibit
singularities, the possibility of a genuine phase transition can
be excluded in our model. This is a consequence of the form
of the integral kernel (Eq. (6)), which is positive for arbitrary
pressure and molecular parameters.40,41 However, the inflec-
tion points of the equation of state, plateaus in vertical pressure,
and peaks in the heat capacities are hallmarks of the structural
transitions. As the system can be trapped easily by the sup-
pression of room available for the particles along the vertical
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direction, the system can get into jammed and glass states as
happens with hard disks confined into a 2D slit-pore.42–44 In
addition to this, the very strong structural transition as occurs
in our model in the limit of L ! H can be viewed as a first order
transition in simulation studies.45 The advantage of our TOM
formalism is that it provides exact thermodynamic results and
some structural information.
It is particularly interesting in this model that the orien-
tation of the particles from parallel to perpendicular to the
wall takes place with increasing longitudinal pressure or den-
sity and the parallel ordering effect of the hard walls does not
prevail at high pressures. Recently, a density induced planar to
homeotropic ordering was observed at hard walls in the system
of stiff ring polymers.46 Therefore it is feasible that strongly
confined hard rods can also exhibit similar ordering transition
if the length of the rods is close to the pore width. In this regard
further studies are needed.
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